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Abstract. Cluster of differentiation (CD)133 is considered to be 
a marker of leukemia stem cells (LSCs), which are one of the 
primary causes of occurrence, drug resistance and relapse of 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). CD82, an adhesion mole-
cule, performs an important role in the interaction between LSCs 
and their niche. The purpose of the present study was to assess 
CD133 and CD82 expression in patients with pediatric ALL, and 
to evaluate the association with the clinical data. Using flow cyto-
metric assessment and reverse transcription-polymerase chain 
reaction, CD133 and CD82 expression levels were measured 
in the bone marrow (BM) of 37 patients with newly diagnosed 
(ND) pediatric ALL [ALL-ND; 30 B-cell-ALL (B-ALL) and 
7 T-cell-ALL (T-ALL)], in 22 patients with complete remis-
sion pediatric ALL (ALL-CR) and in 16 age-matched children 
without BM disease. BM plasma CD82 concentrations were 
measured by ELISA. The CD82 mRNA expression level in the 
patients with ALL‑ND was significantly higher compared with 
that in the controls. CD82 mRNA expression levels in pediatric 
patients with B cell-ALL (B-ALL) were higher than those in 
ALL-CR patients and controls. For T-ALL, CD82 expression 
in ND patients was higher than in controls. CD133 mRNA 
expression levels in patients with pediatric B-ALL-ND were 
higher than that of controls and patients with ALL-CR. The 
frequency of CD34+ cells in pediatric ALL was significantly 
higher than that in controls. Frequencies of CD34+CD133+ or 
CD34+CD82+ cells in pediatric ALL were higher than those in 
controls. A positive association was observed between CD133 
and CD82 mRNA expression in patients with B-ALL. A 
significant association was observed between CD133 mRNA 
expression and the hyperdiploid karyotype. Therefore, it was 

considered that CD133 and CD82 may serve an important role 
in the evolution of pediatric ALL. CD133 and CD82 should be 
considered as potential markers for the prognosis of patients 
with ALL.

Introduction

Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is the most common type 
of childhood malignancy, and is characterized by uncontrolled 
clonal proliferation of lymphoid blasts with reduced capacity to 
differentiate into mature cells (1). The therapeutic outcome for 
children with newly diagnosed (ND) ALL (ALL-ND) has been 
markedly improved by risk-adapted treatments and supportive 
care over the past decades (2). The cure rates have increased 
to >80% in a number of study groups (3-6). However, 15-20% 
of patients eventually relapse, which has become the main 
obstacle to further improve treatment (7). The complexity of 
the mechanism of ALL progression, together with limited 
knowledge about the biological features of this disease, pres-
ents a challenge to developing novel therapeutic approaches.

Evidence indicates that leukemia stem cells (LSCs), a 
small population of leukocytes, are responsible for the relapse 
of ALL (8,9). LSCs have a primitive cell origin and share a 
number of immunophenotypic characteristics with normal 
hematopoietic cells (10). LSCs possess the characteristics of 
self-renewal, proliferation and drug resistance, and have been 
revealed to express certain LSCs markers, including cluster of 
differentiation (CD)90, CD96, CD117, CD123 and CD133 (11). 
CD133, also termed prominin-1, is a five-transmembrane 
protein, which was originally identified as one marker of 
hematopoietic stem cells (12). A previous study revealed that 
CD133 is a more specific marker of hematopoietic stem cells 
than CD34 (13). The expression of the CD133 antigen in acute 
leukemia was associated with a more immature phenotype of 
the blast population and a poor prognosis. However, studies 
about the expression of CD133 in ALL are conflicting, particu-
larly in pediatric ALL. A number of studies have revealed a 
high level of CD133 expression in particular cases (14), while 
others have demonstrated either low level (15) or absent (16) 
expression.

The regulation of stem cell self-renewal and differen-
tiation requires a specific microenvironment, which is termed 
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the stem cell niche (17). Adhesion molecules are known 
to mediate interactions between hemopoietic cells and the 
cellular and extracellular stromal microenvironment (18). 
These interactions are important for maintenance, prolifera-
tion, differentiation and homing of hemopoietic progenitors, 
as well as for LSCs (19). In leukemia, adhesion molecules have 
been revealed to be differentially expressed and to have an 
effect on prognosis (20).

The CD82 gene, also termed KAI1, is a member of the 
tetraspanin superfamily (TM4SF) (21). It is widely accepted 
that CD82 is associated with cell growth, differentiation and 
proliferation, T-cell activation, regulation activity and adhe-
sion of natural killer cells. In the context of cancer, CD82 is 
associated with integrins on the surfaces of various tumor 
cells, and its expression is associated with metastasis suppres-
sion (22). Numerous clinical studies have demonstrated that 
CD82 is a valid metastasis suppressor gene. Loss of CD82 
protein and mRNA was associated with a poor prognosis 
in a number of solid malignancies, including prostate (23), 
colon (24), lung (25) and breast (26) cancer. However, there 
are few studies on the expression level of CD82 in malignant 
blood disease. Burchert et al (27) reported that CD82 was over-
expressed in peripheral blood isolated from patients with acute 
myeloid leukemia (AML), in leukemic cells from patients with 
chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) in the accelerated or blastic 
phase and in chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL). It has been 
suggested that CD82 is abundantly expressed on primitive and 
hemopoietic progenitor cells (27). Nishioka et al (28) identi-
fied that CD82 is aberrantly expressed in CD34+CD38- acute 
myelogenous leukemia cells. Subsequently, the study demon-
strated that CD82 regulates adhesion and survival of LSCs. 
However, little is known regarding the expression and roles 
of CD82 in the bone marrow (BM) of pediatric patients with 
ALL, and the association between CD82 expression and its 
clinical characteristics. To date, to the best of our knowledge, 
no previous study has reported data about the association 
between CD133 and CD82 expression in pediatric ALL.

In the present study, CD133 and CD82 expression levels 
were measured in the BM of pediatric patients with ALL, and 
the association between the expression of CD133 and CD82 
was determined, as well as the associations with clinical 
pathological characteristics.

Patients and methods

Patients and controls. A total of 59 pediatric patients with 
ALL (18 females and 41 males; median age, 5 years; age range, 
1-13 years) were enrolled in the present study. All patients 
were diagnosed according to the World Health Organization 
classification (29). A total of 37 cases were patients with newly 
diagnosed ALL (ALL-ND), while 22 patients had complete 
remission ALL (ALL-CR). Among the patients with ALL-ND, 
30 patients (81.08%) were diagnosed with B-ALL and 
7 patients (18.92%) with T-ALL. BM samples were obtained 
from ALL-ND patients prior to any treatment. The BM of 
ALL-CR was aspirated during morphological remission. A 
total of 16 hematologically normal age-matched BM samples 
were obtained from patients undergoing a BM aspiration as a 
part of routine investigation for non-malignant hematological 
disease (such as idiopathic thrombocytopenia) or lymphoma 

for staging (proven to be uninvolved on BM biopsy). The 
karyotype analyses of all patients were performed as part 
of the routine investigations. Hyperdiploidy karyotype was 
defined by the presence of 51‑68 chromosomes in a karyotype. 
All patients were treated according to the Chinese Childhood 
Leukemia Group-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia 2008 
protocol (30). Enrollment occurred between October 2014 
and July 2015 at the Department of Pediatrics, Shandong 
Provincial Hospital Affiliated to Shandong University (Jinan, 
China). Written informed consent was obtained from parents 
on behalf of the children enrolled. The present study was 
approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of Shandong 
Provincial Hospital Affiliated to Shandong University.

Reverse transcription‑quantitative polymerase chain reaction 
(RT‑qPCR) analysis of CD133 and CD82. Total RNA was 
obtained from BM mononuclear cells (BMMCs) of patients 
and healthy controls and isolated using TRIzol (Invitrogen; 
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) in 
accordance with the manufacturer's protocol. For the reverse 
transcription reaction, the Prime Script RT reagent kit (Takara 
Biotechnology, Inc., Dalian, China) was used according to the 
manufacturer's protocol. Reverse transcription was performed 
at 37˚C for 15 min, followed by 85˚C for 5 sec. RT‑qPCR 
was conducted using an ABI Prism 7500 Real-time PCR 
system (Applied Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), 
according to the manufacturer's protocol. In the final 10‑µl 
reaction volume, the qPCR contained 5 µl 2X SYBR‑Green 
Real-time PCR Master mix (Toyobo Biotechnology Co., Ltd., 
Osaka, Japan), 3.2 µl ddH2O, 1 µl cDNA sample and 0.4 µl 
forward and reverse primers. All RT-qPCR was conducted on 
the Roche LightCycler® 480 PCR system (Roche Diagnostics, 
Basel, Switzerland) and performed in triplicate. PCR ther-
mocycling conditions for all genes were as follows: 95˚C 
initial activation for 15 min followed by 45 cycles of 95˚C for 
15 sec, 60˚C for 15 sec and 72˚C for 30 sec. The primers were 
as follows: CD133 forward, 5'-GCA TTG GCA TCT TCT ATG 
GTT-3' and reverse, 5'-CGC CTT GTC CTT GGT AGT GT-3'; 
and CD82 forward, 5'-TGT CCT GCA AAC CTC CTC CA-3' and 
reverse, 5'-CCA TGA GCA TAG TGA CTG CCC-3'. The results 
are expressed relative to the number of β-actin transcripts, 
which were used as an internal control. β-actin was analyzed 
using the following primers: Forward, 5'-CCT TCC TGG GCA 
TGG AGT CCT G-3' and reverse, 5'-GGA GCA ATG ATC TTG 
ATC TTC-3'. Relative gene expression levels (the amount of 
target, normalized to endogenous control gene) were calcu-
lated using the comparative Cq method formula, 2-ΔΔCq (19).

Flow cytometry analysis of CD133‑ and CD82‑expressing 
cells. BM samples from all patients were collected into 
EDTA-containing tubes. BMMCs were isolated by 
Ficoll-Hypaque (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) gradient 
centrifugation at 1,000 x g for 20 min at 20˚C and analyzed using 
three-color flow cytometric analysis. BMMCs (1x106) were 
incubated with Fc receptor saturation reagent (Beckman Coulter, 
Inc., Brea, CA, USA) for 20 min at 20˚C. Subsequently, BMMCs 
cells were stained with a fluorescein isothiocyanate‑conjugated 
monoclonal antibody (mAb) against CD34 (cat. no. 348053; BD 
Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), a phycoerythrin‑conjugated 
mAb against CD133 (cat. no. 130-098-826; Miltenyi Biotec, 
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Inc., Auburn, CA, USA) and an Alexa Fluor 647‑conjugated 
anti-CD82 antibody (cat. no. 342108; BioLegend, Inc., San 
Diego, CA, USA), followed by incubation at room temperature in 
the dark for 20 min. Immunoglobulin G (IgG) isotype staining 
was used as a negative control. In all cases, 30,000 events were 
analyzed. All samples were assayed using a Beckman Gallios 
Flow Cytometer. Data were analyzed using FlowJo software 
(version 7.6; Tree Star, Inc., Ashland, OR, USA).

ELISA. BM samples were collected into heparin-anticoagulant 
vacutainer tubes, including 22 ALL-ND, 16 ALL-CR and 
12 control samples. Plasma was obtained by centrifugation at 
650 x g for 5 min at 20˚C and stored at ‑80˚C for determina-
tion of cytokines. The level of CD82 was detected by a human 
CD82 ELISA kit (cat. no. CSB-E13037h; Cusabio Biotech Co., 
Ltd., Wuhan, China), according to the manufacturer's protocol. 
Serum samples or standard (made according to the manufac-
turer's protocol) (100 µl) were separately added into each well 
of a 96‑well plate and incubated for 2 h at 37˚C. Biotin anti-
body (100 µl; 1:100 dilution) from the ELISA kit was added 
and incubated for 1 h at 37˚C. Subsequently, 100 µl of horse-
radish peroxidase‑conjugated avidin from the ELISA kit was 
added and incubated for 1 h at 37˚C. Tetramethylbenzidine 
substrate (90 µl) was then added and incubated for 15 min at 
37˚C. Finally, 50 µl of stop solution was added to each well, 
and absorbance was read at 450 nm. During the procedure, 
washing of the plate was according to the ELISA routine 
method. The lower detection limits were 0.156 ng/ml.

Statistical analysis. Results are expressed as the mean ± stan-
dard deviation, or as the median and range. Student's t-test, 

χ2 test and Wilcoxon test were performed to assess the differ-
ences between two groups. One-way analysis of variance with 
Tukey's post hoc test was used to assess the difference between 
three or more groups. Pearson's or Spearman's correlation test 
was used for correlation analysis depending on data distribu-
tion. SPSS software 19.0 (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA) was 
used for statistical analysis. P<0.05 was considered to indicate 
a statistically significant difference.

Results

Aberrant mRNA expression of CD133 and CD82 in pediatric 
patients with ALL. CD133 and CD82 mRNA expression levels 
were determined by RT-qPCR. CD82 mRNA expression level 
was observably elevated in pediatric patients with ALL-ND 
(median, 0.0032; range, 0.0003-0.0340) compared with 
controls (median, 0.0020; range, 0.0002-0.0053) (P=0.0063). 
However, no significant difference was observed between 
ND and CR patients (median, 0.0021; range, 0.0003-0.0129) 
(Fig. 1A). In B-ALL, CD82 mRNA expression in ND patients 
(median, 0.0031; range, 0.0003-0.0340) was significantly 
increased compared with CR patients (median, 0.0014; 
range, 0.0003-0.0092) (P=0.0217) and controls (median, 
0.0022; range, 0.0018-0.0053) (P=0.018) (Fig. 1B). In T-ALL, 
CD82 expression in ND patients (median, 0.0044; range, 
0.0012-0.0087) was markedly higher than that in controls 
(median, 0.0020; range, 0.0002-0.0053) (P=0.0110; Fig. 1C). 
No significant difference in CD82 expression was observed 
between CR (median, 0.0071; range, 0.0007-0.0129) and 
controls in patients with T-ALL. CD133 mRNA expression in 
all ND patients (median, 0.0013; range, 0.0001-0.0594) was 

Figure 1. mRNA expression of CD133 and CD82. (A) CD82 mRNA expression in ND was significantly higher than in controls. **P<0.001, ND vs. control 
(B) CD82 mRNA expression in B‑ALL ND was significantly higher than in CR and controls. *P<0.05, ND vs. CR or ND vs. control (C) CD82 mRNA expres-
sion in T‑ALL ND and CR was significantly higher than in controls. *P<0.05, ND vs. control or CR vs. control (D) CD133 mRNA expression was markedly 
higher in B‑ALL ND compared with controls, and CD133 mRNA expression was significantly higher than in CR. *P<0.05, ND vs. CR. ND, newly-diagnosed; 
CR, complete remission; CD, cluster of differentiation; B-ALL, B cell-acute lymphoblastic leukemia; T-ALL, T cell-acute lymphoblastic leukemia.
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increased compared with that in all CR patients (median, 
0.0008; range, 0.0002-0.0098; P=0.012) and controls (median, 
0.0010; range, 0.0001-0.0028; P=0.007). In B-ALL, the 
CD133 mRNA expression level was markedly higher in 
pediatric patients with ALL-ND (median, 0.0027; range, 
0.0001-0.0595) compared with controls (median, 0.0010; range, 
0.0000-0.0028; P=0.0571). CD133 mRNA expression in ND 
patients was also significantly higher than that in CR patients 
(median, 0.0005; range, 0.0003-0.0027; P=0.0140; Fig. 1D). In 
T-ALL, there was no difference between ND (median, 0.0003; 
range, 0.0001-0.0338) and controls in the mRNA expression of 
CD133. The difference in CD133 mRNA expression between 
ND and CR (median, 0.0018; range, 0.0002-0.0098) was not 
significant (P=0.082). No significant difference in CD133 
and CD82 mRNA expression was observed between patients 
with B-ALL and T-ALL. In patients with B-ALL, a positive 
correlation was observed between CD133 mRNA expression 
and CD82 mRNA expression in BM (r=0.3174; P=0.0316; 
Fig. 2), however, in patients with T-ALL, the correlation was 
not significant (data not shown).

Increased CD34‑, CD133‑ and CD82‑positive cells in the 
BM of pediatric ALL. BMMCs of 30 samples (17 ND and 
13 control samples) were stained with CD34, CD133 and CD82 
antibodies. The typical histogram of CD34 and dot-plot of 
CD133 and CD82 in pediatric patients with ALL and controls 
is shown in Fig. 3. In samples from ND patients, the percentage 
of total CD34+ cells within the BMMC fraction was highly 
heterogeneous, with a median of 44.67% (range, 0.50-95.22%). 
Such levels were significantly higher than those observed in 
controls, in which a median of 6.42% (range, 1.81-18.52%) was 
observed for total CD34+ cells (P<0.01) (Fig. 4A). Compared 
with those in controls (median, 1.41%; range, 0.07-12.89%), 
CD34+CD82+ cells in patients with ALL-ND were elevated 
(median, 39.77%; range, 0.37-82.74%; P<0.01; Fig. 4B). In the 
present study, samples were considered positive when ≥10% 
of cells expressed CD34+CD133+. In patients with ALL-ND, 
6 out of 17 (35.29%) patients, the CD34+CD133+ frequency was 
<10%, but in all the controls the frequency was >10% (P=0.024; 
Fig. 4C). The difference in CD34+CD133+ frequency between 
ALL and controls was statistically significant (P<0.001).

BM plasma CD82 level in patients with pediatric ALL. 
To investigate the expression levels of BM plasma CD82 in 
patients with pediatric ALL, the levels of CD82 in BM were 
detected by ELISA. The expression level of plasma CD82 in 
ND patients (373.2±39.7 pg/ml) was significantly higher than 
that in controls (249.4±24.5 pg/ml) (P=0.0373). The difference 
between ND and CR (385.7±87.26 pg/ml), and CR and control 
was not statistically significant (P>0.05).

Positive correlation between percentage of CD133‑ and 
CD82‑positive cells with mRNA expression. A positive correla-
tion was observed between the frequency of CD34+CD82+ cells 
and CD82 mRNA expression (r=0.549; P=0.022; Fig. 5A), and 
between the percentage of CD34+CD133+ cells and CD133 
mRNA expression (r=0.617; P=0.008; Fig. 5B).

Clinical relevance of CD133 and CD82 expression in patients 
with ALL. In the present study, it was demonstrated that 

CD133 mRNA expression in ALL patients with the hyperdip-
loid karyotype was significantly increased compared with that 
of those patients with the normal karyotype (P=0.003; Fig. 6). 
The expression of CD133 and CD82 exhibited no association 
with other clinical factors, including sex, age, white blood 
cells, infusion genes and the risk stage, in patients with ALL 
(Table I).

Discussion

It has been well accepted that LSCs, which possess the char-
acteristics of self-renewal, proliferation and drug resistance, 
perform an important role in leukemia progression (31,32). 
LSCs are responsible for the relapse of acute leukemia. CD34 
has been used to distinguish between immature and mature 
cells (33). In the present study, it was demonstrated that in 
patients with ALL-ND, the percentage of total CD34+ cells 
within the BMMC fraction was significantly higher than that 
observed in the controls, which was consistent with previous 
studies (15,34,35).

Previous studies demonstrated that LSCs express CD133. 
CD133 has been used for cancer stem cell identification in 
several types of cancer, including glioblastoma (36), mela-
noma (37), liver cancer (38), osteosarcoma (39) and colon 
cancer (40). There are numerous studies on the expression 
of CD133 in acute leukemia, however, a few studies on the 
expression of CD133 in ALL, particularly in pediatric ALL, 
are contradictory. The expression of CD133 antigen in acute 
leukemia was associated with a more immature phenotype of 
the blast population and a bad prognosis. Mak et al suggested 
that pro-B-ALL cell samples with 11q23-anomalies and mixed 
lineage leukemia (MLL) gene translocations were positive for 
CD133 (41). The expression of 11q23-anomalies and MLL were 
high-risk factors in pediatric ALL. Crucially, it was demon-
strated that CD133+ cells were more resistant to treatment with 
the key components in pediatric ALL therapy, such as dexa-
methasone and vincristine, than the bulk leukemia population. 
Therefore, the poor clinical outcomes associated with positive 
CD133 expression in ALL cases could be explained by evidence 
that CD133+ cells show high resistance to chemotherapy. 
Furthermore, high resistance to chemotherapy is attributed to 
evidence that there is increased expression of the multidrug 
resistance genes and DNA mismatch repair genes, as well as 

Figure 2. A positive correlation was observed between CD133 and CD82 
mRNA expression in pediatric B cell-acute lymphoblastic leukemia. CD, cluster 
of differentiation.
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genes that inhibit apoptosis in the CD133-expressing LSCs. 
In addition, it was demonstrated that the associations between 
expression of cancer stem cell specificity are maintained by 
tight regulation of CD133 expression at transcriptional and 
post-translational levels (42). Therefore, evaluating the expres-
sion level of CD133 is important in clinical diagnosis and 
treatment.

The CD133 expression level of BM was measured in 
pediatric patients with ALL-ND, patients with ALL-CR and 
a control group in the present study. The results demonstrated 
that CD133 expression in pediatric ALL‑ND was significantly 
increased compared with that in the controls, and notably, that 
it decreased when patients achieved CR. Regarding correla-
tions between CD133 expression and a number of the studied 

Figure 3. Histogram of CD34+ cells and dot-plots of CD34+CD133+ and CD34+CD82+ cells in patients with ALL-ND and controls. (A) Lymphocytes were gated 
in A. Histogram of CD34+ cells in (B) patients with ALL-ND and (C) healthy controls. Typical dot-plot of CD34+CD133+ cells in (D) patients with ALL-ND 
and (E) healthy controls. Typical dot-plot of CD34+CD82+ cells in (F) patients with ALL-ND and (G) healthy controls. CD, cluster of differentiation; ALL-ND, 
newly-diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia; SS INT, side scatter; FS INT, forward scatter.

Figure 4. Frequency of CD34+, CD34+CD82+ and CD34+CD133+ cells in patients with ALL-ND and controls. (A) Frequency of CD34-positive cells in patients 
with ALL‑ND was significantly increased compared with controls. (B) Frequency of CD34+CD82+ cells in patients with ALL‑ND was significantly higher 
than in controls. (C) In 6 of 17 patients with ALL-ND, the frequency of CD34+CD133+ cells was >10%, whereas no control patients exhibited a frequency of 
CD34+CD133+ cells of 10%. CD, cluster of differentiation; ALL-ND, newly diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia. **P<0.001 vs. controls.
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standard prognostic factors, a highly significant association 
between CD133 mRNA expression and the hyperdiploid 
karyotype was demonstrated. The CD133 mRNA expression 
level was increased in patients with the hyperdiploid karyotype 
compared with that in patients with the normal chromosome 
karyotype. In addition, a patient who presented with the 
MLL/ALL-1-fused gene on chromosome 4 (AF4) mutation 
expressed a higher CD133 mRNA level compared with other 
patients. This observation was consistent with the hypothesis 
by Mak et al which stated that MLL fusion-associated gene 
AF4 promotes CD133 transcription (41).

Originally identified as a tumor metastasis suppressor in 
prostate carcinoma (37), the CD82 gene is a member of the 
TM4SF that is located on human chromosome 11p11.2. CD82 

Figure 6. Association between CD133 mRNA expression and karyotype. 
CD133 mRNA expression in patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia with 
hyperdiploid karyotype was significantly increased compared with normal 
karyotype. CD, cluster of differentiation. *P<0.05 Normal vs. hyperdiploid.

Figure 5. Relevance between CD34+CD133+ and CD34+CD82+ cell frequency and CD133 and CD82 mRNA expression in pediatric patients with acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia. (A) A positive correlation was observed between the percentage of CD34+CD82+ cells and CD82 mRNA expression. (B) A positive 
correlation was observed between the percentage of CD34+CD133+ cells and CD133 mRNA expression. CD, cluster of differentiation.

Table I. Associations between CD133 and CD82 mRNA expression and clinicopathological characteristics of pediatric patients 
with newly-diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

 CD133 mRNA CD82 mRNA
 ------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------
Characteristic Patients, n Relative expressiona P-value Relative expressiona P-value

Sex   0.1676  0.2850
  Male 24 0.0052±0.0019  0.0060±0.0015 
  Female 13 0.0115±0.0049  0.0038±0.0006 
Age    0.2752  0.7855
  1-10 years 33 0.0083±0.0024  0.0051±0.0011 
  <1 or >10 years 4 0.0006±0.0002  0.0060±0.0023 
WBCs, x109   0.0769  0.6873
  <10 14 0.0116±0.0044  0.0065±0.0024 
  10-50 13 0.0024±0.0007  0.0045±0.0010 
  >50 4 0.0006±0.002  0.0041±0.0016 
Risk stage   0.5818  0.9045
  High 5 0.0131±0.0116  0.0045±0.0012 
  Middle 28 0.0064±0.0019  0.0052±0.0012 
  Stander 4 0.0078±0.0058  0.0064±0.0037 
Karyotype   0.0341  0.2720
  Hyperdiploid 11 0.0020±0.0007  0.0040±0.0011 
  Normal 14 0.0104±0.00132  0.0073±0.0024

aData presented as mean ± standard deviation. CD, cluster of differentiation; WBC, white blood cell.
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performs an important function in cell fusion, migration, 
adhesion, signaling, fertilization, differentiation and invasion. 
A previous study demonstrated that CD82 gene expression is 
under‑regulated in the majority of metastatic cancer types, 
which was in contrast to CD82 expression in malignant 
hematological disease. It had been revealed that CD82 was 
overexpressed in patients with CML in the accelerated or 
blastic phase, as well as in patients with AML and CLL. 
Nishioka et al (43) detected aberrant expression of CD82 in 
CD34+CD38- AML cells. Importantly, it was revealed that 
downregulation of CD82 in CD34+CD38- AML cells could 
inhibit the adhesion and colony forming ability of these cells. 
In addition, in CD34+/CD38- AML cells, CD82 downregula-
tion significantly impaired engraftment of the cells in severely 
immunocompromised mice. Taken together, the results 
suggested that aberrant CD82 expression may serve a role in 
the adhesion of LSCs to the BM microenvironment and in LSC 
survival (28). Subsequently, Nishioka et al (43) demonstrated 
that the CD82/signal transducer and activator of transcrip-
tion 5/interleukin-10 signaling pathway is involved in the 
survival of CD34+/CD38- AML cells, while Nishioka et al (44) 
demonstrated the same for the p38-mitogen-activated protein 
kinase signaling pathway. Therefore, CD82 performs an 
important role in leukemogenesis. The aforementioned studies 
were all performed in AML cell lines, and to the best of our 
knowledge, no data has been reported about the expression 
level and role of CD82 BM in pediatric patients with ALL. 
In the present study, the expression level of CD82 in the BM 
of pediatric ALL patients was evaluated. It was demonstrated 
that CD82 expression in the BM of all pediatric patients with 
ALL-ND increased compared with that in the controls. In 
B‑ALL, CD82 expression in ND patients was significantly 
higher than that in the CR patients and controls at the mRNA 
and protein levels. The level of CD82 in BM plasma in patients 
with ND B-ALL was also higher than that in controls, which 
was consistent with the RT‑qPCR and flow cytometry results. 
The results were consistent with those of patients with AML 
and CML. This may indicate that CD82 is also involved in 
the development of ALL progression in pediatrics. The 
mechanism of the role of CD82 in ALL development requires 
additional study in the future.

In conclusion, the present study revealed that CD133 and 
CD82 were aberrantly expressed in pediatric patients with 
ALL. In addition, a significant positive correlation existed 
between CD133 and CD82 expression in the BM. Furthermore, 
there was a significant correlation between CD133 mRNA 
expression and a hyperdiploid karyotype. Taken together, the 
results of the present study indicated that CD133 and CD82 
may represent important potential immunotherapeutic targets 
in pediatric ALL. Although the precise molecular mechanism 
involved in this process is unclear, the results have potential 
clinical benefits. CD133 and CD82 expression, which could be 
detected by fluorescence‑activated cell sorting, may be a useful 
molecular marker to evaluate disease progress in patients with 
ALL. The combined detection of CD133 and CD82 can reflect 
the biological behavior of ALL, to a certain extent, and may be 
used for molecular targeting therapy. However, the number of 
samples in the present study was relatively small. Additional 
larger prospective studies are required to verify the present 
observations.
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